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BODY: 
Classes are under way again -- my fourth year at the university, I find it hard to believe. Let's 
check the names on the registration list: Deidre, Melissa, Jennifer, Beth, Danny . . . Danny? 
How'd he get in here? Because 80% of the class members are young women. This year, last 
year, every year this decade.  
 
Last May the School of Journalism awarded more degrees to young women than any other 
school on the campus -- including the School of Nursing -- and most of those new graduates 
were advertising majors. And it's not just true for the University of North Carolina. Every ad 
faculty we checked around the country reported ratios of at least 60/40 female. 
 
Fact is, I first noticed the trend while I was still at International Paper. One day I realized that 
more than half the space reps calling on me were young women. And I'm not talking Ms., 
Essence and Seventeen; I'm talking Forbes, Fortune and The Wall Street Journal. Not long ago 
I was reasing Don Barr, publisher ofSports Illustrated. "How's it feel to have the last male-
dominated sales force in America?" I asked. "Not so fast," he said. "Count again." Et tu, Brutus? 
 
And the phenomon is not just true on the sell side. Corporate communications began to be 
known a decade ago as "the velvet ghetto," but that delicate and derogatory image changed 
fast when the women in those jobs began to perform like iron maidens. Now look at the 
women in product advertising jobs. And again, we're not just talking Dove soap and Avon. 
How about Maureen Hartigan at Volvo White trucks? 
 
And on the agency side, Jane Maas is no longer the lonely forward scout -- "the first women to 
head an agency she didn't found," et cetera. She's no less remarkable, but her achievements 
are less rare. 
 
Even the board of the Association of National Advertisers, once an exclusive men's club, has 
had a woman chairman -- Kim Armstrong from AT&T -- just as Charlotte Beers headed the 
American Association of Advertising Agencies and Rena Bartos the Advertising Research 
Foundation. 
 
So what? Has anything really changed as a result of this new balance in our business? You bet 
your beauty bar. 
 
A stage manager for consecutive productions of "South Pacific" and "The Sound of Music" once 
told me that "the nuns smell a hell of a lot better than the sailors," but the difference is more 
than cosmetic. (Though not less. Annette Green of the Fragrance Foundation says sales to 
males are up because "men have learned to be more conscious of grooming by working with 
women as peers.) But the change has been in behavior. Women in the locker rooms have 
changed the game forever. 



 
Consumer entertainment is as likely to be cerebral as sweaty. We've cleaned up our language, 
as well as our act. I'm conscious that I use different examples in class than I would've been in 
all-boys school, and I've foresworn (no pun intended) certain male analogies. 
 
But Exhibit A in the infamous Fallon McElligott brouhaha of a few seasons ago. Certainly the 
woman who got the Dinka-boy-kissing-the-cow's-behind picture was offended. But the untold 
story is that other critics of the agency had been sent that same picture, long before. Perhaps 
they too had been offended; but they never complained. They were men. 
 
"What is the moral of this story," I asked a wise friend, "That we don't treat women the same 
way we treat men?" 
 
"No," she said, "That we don't treat anybody that way any more." 
 
A kinder, gentler ad world? Thank you, ma'am.  
 


